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Package name: com.kwai.video Version: 2.5.1.510102 (510102) File size: 51.8 MB Updated: July 1, 2020 Minimum Android version: Android 4.3 (Jelly Bean, API 18) MD5: 55b07a1bb08d62240d4cc4d7987cdde2 SHA1: ca7b434346e86a8adb2cc34bcee88bd193173836 Other versions of this application are not
available! We are always making changes and improvements in Kwai. To make sure you don't miss anything, keep updates on. Bug fixes, stability fixes, and microsoft Excel application optimizations: View, Edit, and create spreadsheets 16.0.13628.20140 Microsoft Corporation 3.6.2.510976 5 January 2021 3.6.0.510966
Dec 19th, 2020 3.5.5.3.510946 Dec 9th, 2020 3.5.3.510943 December 5th, 2020 3.5.1.510915 Nov 26th, 2020 3.5.0.510901 Nov 24th, 2020 Sharing videos with friends and family is a popular trend in the world of mobile phones. Kwai allows users to quickly edit and upload their media files so others can follow their
stories. Streamlined and User-Friendly Video SharingKwai offers a highly intuitive framework, so no previous technical experience will be necessary. This all-in-one platform also contains a number of advanced editing tools and creating a memorable video has never been easier. Unique fonts, fun stickers, animated
filters and even three-dimensional effects are available to the user immediately. It is also possible to browse content uploaded by other members and searches can be customized to suit individual preferences. This software application does not require a paid download. Sharing content across various platformsIn another
interesting advantage associated with Kwai is that any uploaded content can be shared with other popular social networks. Examples include Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and YouTube. More than a dozen languages are supported and no annoying in-app purchases are supported that hinder the end user experience.



There is no charge downloading and installing Kwai.Users will not be bombarded with any ads in the app. Members may encounter obscene and/or inappropriate content. Many users have complained that customer service is extremely poor. 5.7.1.100994 Jan 15th, 2019 5.7.0.100991 Sep 13, 2020 5.7.0.100991 March
31, 2019 5.6.9.100988 January 2, 2019 5.6.8.100986 May 6, 2019 5.6.7.100984 March 15, 2019 The word Kwai probably rings the bell. Yes, it is the Thai river that named the legendary 1950s film that managed to win up to 7 Academy Awards. But other than that, it is also an Android app in CHINESE-born APK format,
whose popularity has also reached countries the manner of Russia and Brazil, and which currently has more than 400 million users. But what is so about this application? Well, it's basically a social network based on short videos in which any user can post their ideas, crazy actions or events in their daily lives in which can
later be improved with lots of drawings, texts and emoticons. Other users can interact with videos, comment on them, like them, and follow those who post the most interesting content. Turn your memories into short videos with this worthy successor to Vine. Kwai Main Features – Make Video Story Free Capture the
funniest moments of your life and post them online in video format. Unleash your creativity by editing your videos and adding all kinds of stickers, filters and effects. Discover videos posted by other users around the world, interacting with them and commenting. To like a video, simply tap the screen on your Android
device. Follow people who post the most interesting videos so you don't miss any new posts. Sync Kwai with your other social networks to post the videos on multiple platforms at the same time. Time.
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